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Main Goal 
�  Discovering the relation between the user’s daily 

routines and mood states  
�  Collect an annotated dataset of real-life data 
�  Develop a system for mood inference and prediction 
 
SmartCalendar: 
-  Provides a calendar, a ToDoList and a context-aware 

reminder 
-  Allows gathering annotated dataset of mobile usage data 

and associating user routines with certain moods. 



Smart Calendar 
�  Event/Calendar Management 
�  Event Sharing 
�  ToDoList Manager 
�  Reminder based on Android geo-fence 



Percepts: Sensor data -> Annotated Dataset 

Routine Learning and Recognition 

Learning Routine/Activity: process mining task -> WoMan  

Usage: Model for recognizing activity and routines 



Learning Daily Routines 
�  Daily routines  

�  set of connected processes/tasks -> process-mining task. 

�  Workflow model  
�  a formal specification of how a set of tasks can be composed to 

result in valid processes (sequence, parallel, conditional,iteration).  

�  WoMan (acronym for ‘Workflow Management’) 
�  incrementally learns and refines users routines represented in 

First-Order Logic.  

WoMan is able to  
deal with non-sequential activities and repeated-tasks 

take context into account  
 

suited to model user’s routines 



WoMan 
Input : (T,E,W,P,A,O) 
 
 
 
 
 

Output: 



WoMan 
Input : (T,E,W,P,A,O) 
•  T: timestamp; 
•  E: event_type (begin of process, end of process, begin of activity, end of 

activity) 
•  W: name of the workflow the process refers  
•  P: unique identifier for each process execution 
•  A: name of activity 
•  O: progressive number of occurrence of A in P. 
This is a standard formalism that allows describing explicitly the flow of 
activities (both sequential and parallel).  
 

Output: 
•  task(t,C): t name of activity and C is the list of cases in which t has been 

executed 
•  transition(I,O,p,C): I represents the set of active input tasks that must be 

completed beafore starting the transition, O represents the set of tasks 
that will be active after the execution of the transition, p is an identifier, C 
is the list of cases in which the transition has been observed. 



Evolution of the Learning Curves 
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96 cases, female, worker with family 



Mood Inference 

�  Is a mood variation related to change in 
the routine? 

�  Is a mood related to particular activities? 
�  Is a mood related to other contextual 

factors (i.e. meteo, location, etc.)? 
� Can we learn rules to make a prediction? 



Is a mood variation related to 
change in the routine? 
 �  10 users, 28-48 y.o (about 160 annotated days for each user)  
�  First: using WoMan to learn the daily routine model for each week 

day  – 85,63% avg. accuracy.  
�  Second: remove noisy, infrequent pieces of the model (transitions and 

activities that were encountered in less than 4% of the cases).  
�  Third: using WoMan in ‘supervision’ mode in order to check for each 

day the presence of warnings denoting deviations from the routines. 
�  Fourth: the cases were sorted in chronological order and a histogram 

of the warnings in each day was drawn.  
�  Fifth:  curves of mood variations, calculated as a function of valence 

and arousal, were superimposed to this histogram.  



Analysis of Collected Data 

�  Relations between mood variation and days with many warnings, 
which would confirm the relation of mood with routinary behavior.  

�  Calculation on the dataset of the percentage of mood variations in 
correlation with changes in the routine -> in 79% of the cases.  



Mood Inference 

mood_change_to_angry(A,D) :- 
  context(B,A), after(C,B,activity), 
  act_meeting(C),mood_angry(A,D), 

                     user_a(D), after(E,A,context) 
  not mood_angry(E). 

 
 
mood_is_angry(A,C) :- 

  context(B,A), act_meeting(B), 
  mood_angry(A,C), user_a(C), 
  location(A,C,D), university(D). 

 
Inthelex (Esposito F. et al. ML Journal 2000) 

Is a mood related to particular activities? 

Is a mood related to other contextual factors? 



Conclusions 
�  WoMan is able to incrementally learn daily routines 

and their relation to mood. 
�  Smart Calendar allows collecting an annotated dataset 

of activities related to places and context features. 
�  WoMan in supervision mode can be used to check the 

relation of significant changes in mood and deviations 
from the routine.  

�  Inthelex allows to learns rules to make inference about 
mood variations and states from the routine model. 



Future Work 
�  Improve the interface for mood input 

�  Combine data collected from mobile data with  
�  indoor sensors of a smart environment 
�  social media 

�  Implement a privacy policy 

�  Develop a mood inference system that relates 
events, activities and other contextual factors that 
can be inferred by mobile data, sensors and social 
media.   


